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Secret Time Machine Actually Works:

Billy & Amy Reprise Winning Roles

Dean is Named Kiwanis Member of the Year, 2037

“Doctors Doolittle” Wows Audiences

(Secret Family Laboratory) An exhausted but anonymous
family has reported that their Time Machine project has
had a successful pilot test. A team of two cousins, traveled
twenty years into the future to witness Dean Lohrmann
below (left) pick up the Rice Country Kiwanis of the Year
award. “We took a picture, said time traveler (Andy
Mueller), “and explained to Dean that we were from the
past which he found fascinating and asked what we thought
of Jill winning the Miss World competition but then
remembered
that
she
doesn’t win it until 2019.”

(Great White Way) Knee-deep in freshly-thrown roses and
surrounded by their personal menagerie, Billy and Amy
used to meet throngs of theater media demanding the
most recent news of their upcomng return to Broadway.

A nice addition to the same
trip was seeing that David
Noll (right) was the outgoing
2036 Kiwanis of the Year
winner and was happy to say
hello to everyone from the
past. “I have been a bit down
in the dumps since Michele left me for that Brad Pitt fellow
in 2021 but the Kiwanis club has kept me from getting into
any real trouble. And I get to wear my button on my tie.”
When pressed for more details, the cousins seemed torn
between sharing juicy rumors and causing the space-time
continuum to implode. “We are not supposed to share
much of the journey until our benevolent overlord, Joanie,
gives us the approval,” said Andy. “But you will NOT believe
who becomes Pope. “We will not tell you about the whole
rigmarole but make sure you make every effort to cozy up
to Steve Johnson.” Calls to Zumbrota Ford were
unsuccessful as he was “out of the office for the rest of the
summer.” While questions remain about a married Pope,
the boys were adamant about this news nugget.
The boys brought back a few futurist trinkets including a
pair of rocket pants, a Curt Breeding first edition of his
wildly successful best seller, “Marriage Secrets for
Longevity and Total Happiness” and a bunch of Martian
porn.

“We have been workshopping the “Doctors Dolittle” show
all over southern
Minnesota.” said
Amy, “ but we are
contracturally to
open in New York in
October just in time
for the holiday rush.”
Billy nodded as he
drove by with several
pallets of animal feed. “We are going through goat chow
like no one’s business; I hope we can get it in mid-town
Manhattan.”
The constant arrival of new animals to the farm was the
genesis of the thought of reprising their former Broadway
hit. “Amy kept bringing back animals,” said Billy, “A goat,
the sloth, the kitten, a tapir, two cows, a steer, a camel,
alligator and literally a barrel of monkeys.” The camel was
immediately cast as the pushmepullu and after a few days
of opening up their show trunks, the couple decided to put
the show on the road. “I hope I don’t confuse the monkeys
and the relatives, but it has happened before.”

Winona Mortal Sins Drop Overnight
Venial Sins Holding Steady; Remains Risk
(Winona) The Mortal Sins Index (MSI) has
just reported a “significant” drop of mortal
sins in Winona. “This is as bad as the time in the fall of
1974 when Dapper single-handedly (Ed’s Note: Pun
intended) caused the Rice County MSI to drop over 90%
when he headed off to the University,” said James
“Snapper” Batchelder. Many theories about the Winona
MSI drop are “being analyzed,” said Batchelder, “but
whatever it is (0r was), we are talking something which
borders on bizarre circumstances or end of days…but it
remains is SUPER freaky.”

